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Says it all, Fear of missing out.
Christmas is here, don’t miss
Fomo Santa this year, The
heart of Christmas is Santa.
Last Year $Santa did an ATH
of 300X with many millions
marketcap. The only coin that
brings the joy of Christmas.
Fomo Santa is just not
seasonal or meme token
however it’s more than a
seasonal token. A Seasonal
meme token which brings the
joy of Christmas to your
wallet along with a proper
utility behind to just not run
around Christmas time but
actual gives a value to our
community and investors.

FOMO
SANTA IS

HERE!!
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This white paper is a reader-
friendly description of a 
decentralized multichain smart
 contract-based cryptocurrency.
 FSANTA is creating a completely
 new ecosystem Where people 
can invest on santa from all over
 the world with a low transaction
 and fee enabling a highly liberating,
 strategic, low-risk, and seamless trading
 experience in a truly decentralized way.

FSANTA is not only an emerging platform that is built on the multiple blockchain but also
has features of transparency and Holding which we believe is crucial for the long-term
feasibility and decentralization. FSANTA is a A deflationary, community-oriented token that
provides rewards for holders through redistribution. Despite. Community members are
also involved in decision making to make feel true ownership of their asset. 

it will increase the efficiency and availability of cryptocurrency to everyone, FSANTA will
create an advanced economic infrastructure consisting of tools and training to get
overview of other tokens/coins known as santa view.  SantaView is a free platform for
everyone to use however it does allow and sell paid advertisement such as ads and
banners along with some premium features, monthly and yearly subscriptions for users
and businesses and all revenue generated by SantaView will be used to burn $FSANTA
making it deflationary.

It Quickly becoming an unstoppable economic cornerstone to the world. The use of
technology will facilitate a financial revolution that will leave everyone more financially
connected, empowered, and enabled. In short, FSANTA is providing many facilities under
one umbrella. 

FSANTA  plans to launch a token, on the binance blockchain to give rewards to stakers. The
platform uses a secure wallet and a double-checking method to stake and tokens. Staking
is beneficial in cryptocurrencies since it provides incentives and passive revenue.
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We envision a world where  investor and our community can get everything
to flourish. Our vision  is not seasonal or meme token however it’s more than a
seasonal token to gave opportunities to everyone without discrimination and
Wealth-building strategies previously only available to the affluent people
now become available to everyone, restoring people's control over their
finances.

VISION
STATEMENT

Community-Focused

Growing the FSANTA  network by the people 
for the people

Innovation
To be the world's most crypto-centric platform

Advance staking Multichain Platform
Providing staking facility to everyone

FSANTA  Vision is Encapsulated With Three Main Components;
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Deflationary
Token

Meme
Token

staking

Multi
Blockchain

listing
platform
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Staking is advantageous in cryptocurrency as it generates rewards by Staking the 
Token on any exchange and generates passive income. It is the easiest method to do when
an investor stakes a token and stakes the pool in a decentralized world. There is sufficient
energy consumption and stumpy probabilities of risks while staking than any crypto
mining. In the $FSANTA  staking model, people can earn coins by staking and deposit their
token and locked it for certain period of time. Users can earn passive income through the
$FSANTA  staking model easily. 

FSANTA  staking uses a process called "proof of stake." Because of it, blockchains are
more efficient and decentralized to a certain extent. Gathering block transactions. They
are tied to the blockchain, then. The miners fighting for a challenging mathematical
assignment can include the next block in the blockchain for everyone who can answer it.
We are locking Virtual assets (its "stake"), and the protocol gives everyone a specific
amount of time in which they can confirm a new block of data. The odds of being chosen
are frequently inversely proportional to the number of coins being offered.

By using the staking process, FSANTA  creates and validates new blocks. The FSANTA 
 protocol picks validators at different times to make blocks by staking their Virtual assets.
Since they are not competing with the next computation attempt, the proof-of-stake
validators are chosen properly based on how much they stack up. While every Stake
Blockchain Proof has a unique interest rate, many networks use a two-token payroll
structure. Keep your finances in order, and you'll be able to stay grounded in reality.

Mechanism OF Stake

Increase the number of
coins being locked up

 

Increase the possibilities



HOW TO EARN PROFIT WITH STAKING?

$FSANTA  will give you a bonus on staking tokens, and your tokens will be used to stake. It
is a way to confirm transactions for the system. The more you keep $FSANTA , the more
rewards you earn from Staking. If you just hold your tokens in your wallet over time, and
your tokens are not used for Staking, you could miss substantial benefits. With FSANTA ,
you are always guaranteed to earn profit in one way or another. We offer a specific
construction of staking on our website, so if you are interested in Staking, stake your token
in staking wallet.  User who deposit more than 100$ will enjoy the executive benefits along
with the rewards.
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Step 3

Step 2

Step 1

Deposit Fiat Currency and then you can buy $FSANTA .

Deposit $FSANTA  in your connected Wallet, and your
profit depends on the quantity of $FSANTA  you could
deposit. The more the better.

Register your account with linked exchange.
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Revenue in the Digital Assets segment is projected to reach US$37,240.00m in 2022.

Revenue is expected to show an annual growth rate (CAGR 2022-2027) of 17.30%

resulting in a projected total amount of US$82,710.00m by 2027.

The average revenue per user in the Digital Assets segment amounts to US$123.50 in

2022.

From a global comparison perspective, it is shown that the highest revenue is

reached in the United States (US$19,260.00m in 2022).

In the Digital Assets segment, the number of users is expected to amount to 412.18m

by 2027.

User penetration will be 4.0% in 2022 and is expected to hit 5.2% by 2027.

TARGET MARKET
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SantaView listing platform is a place where founders of crypto projects can list their

tokens, and potential investors in those projects can find them with ease. It also has the

facility to offer a secondary market with this ready pool of tokens, enabling investors to

trade one token for another or a more.

SantaView listing is an information source that helps people better understand how

these tokens are structured and the technical capabilities they have. This is a database of

crypto projects that also comes with an introductory guide to the technology. SantaView

listing a secondary market for crypto tokens.

The SantaView listing platform helps in the analysis and assessment of token economics

by providing a view into both aspects: the product, and the funding mechanism. For

example, it provides details on how funds are raised, and what percentage of existing

token holders get diluted when new investors buy-in.  It also reports on how much each

fund raised pays to token holders, how much that value changes after new funding is

initiated, and how much it increases or decreases the fees.

It is also important to note that the SantaView listing platform provides a holistic set of

analysis tools that could be used by investors. The SantaView listing platform allows

users to search for crypto projects using basic and advanced filters such as token type,

total supply & funding mechanism.

To give real value to our currency $FSANTA , we have developed a fully functional

multichain listing platform officially powered by fomo santa called SantaView.

SantaView offers many features to its users and to name such as Portfolio Tracker, Rug

Checker, Full charting tool, Watchlist, Elastic Search, and many more. SantaView

currently offers features of coins/tokens deployed on Ethereum Blockchain and Binance

Smart Chain and soon will add more blockchains.

 SANTAVIEW LISTING PLATFORM



HOW TO GET FOMO SANTA?09
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Download MetaMask (a crypto wallet in
the form of a browser extension) or
TrustWallet (an app for your phone).
After that you will have to add the
Binance Smart Chain to your network-
list.

Buy BNB on an exchange (i.e Binance,
Kraken, Coinbase etc.). Transfer the
tokens to your wallet address. BEP-20
addresses start with a “0x”.

Download & setup
MetaMask or TrustWallet

Buy and send BNB to
your wallet

Head on to PancakeSwap and use this
address 0x to select $FSANTA . Set the
slippage tolerance to 3% (sometimes it
may be 4%, depending on how much
demand there is.)

Swap BNB for $FSANTA  Now you need
to add $FSANTA  to your MetaMask or
Trust Wallet to view your $FSANTA .

Head on to PancakeSwap
and swap for $FSANTA 

View $FSANTA  & HODL

FOMO SANTA TO THE MOON

STEP-1 STEP-2

STEP-3 STEP-4
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FOMO SANTA ($FSANTA ) is fully decentralized and owned
by its Fun, vibrant community. Our enthusiast volunteers
Welcome and embrace diverse perspectives to build FOMO
SANTA into the best community in crypto.

The FOMO SANTA smart contract has been fully audited by
a top specialized team and its Liquidity will be locked for 1
Year. That means next to zero risk to our users and
community from potential bad actors

Community Powered

Safe and Secure

$FSANTA  allows investors to take advantage of seasonality
in Cryptocurrency prices thereby minimizing the rate of loss.

With $FSANTA , you may do transactions quickly, cheaply,
and discreetly. Nearly anybody may transfer and receive
cryptocurrency using a mobile app or an exchange wallet.

Elimination of Risk

Easy Transactions



Low Tax on Buy/Sell Tax
3%

Marketing
3%

Team
1%

TOKENOMICS
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SYMBOL

NAME

$FSANTA 

FOMO SANTA 

Blockchain

Multichain

100 Million

Total Supply

TOKEN DETAIL

Low Tax on Buy/Sell
Tax 3%

Team 1%

Marketing 3%

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION



• Ethereum Bridge
• Huge marketing Push
• More CEX Listings
• Celebrities and influences
onboard

ROADMAP

ROADMAP12
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• Listing on CoinMarketCap
• Listing on CoinGecko
• Dextool Trending
• 5000 Holders
• Major Partnerships
• Initial CEX Listings

 Website Launch
 Grow Socials
 SantaView Development
 KYC with Pinksale
 Smart Contract Audit
• SantaView Launch
• Presale on Pinksale
• PancakeSwap listing
• Staking

PHASE-2

PHASE-3

PHASE-1
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